The Challenge

To become a global leader in personalized banking, one of Canada’s leading banks looks for innovative ways to differentiate itself from competitors. Otherwise, it faces margin compression, which limits growth and the ability to offer exceptional customer experiences. The bank’s Canadian mortgage business presented a prime opportunity for competitive differentiation, especially when it comes to interest rate negotiations.

The bank worked with Nomis Solutions to revamp the traditional operational model of mortgage pricing and deal presentment. The innovative approach uses a data science methodology to price segmentation for both originations and renewals in the back office. Then it extends this customer insight to more than 6,000 front-line employees to empower them to offer personalized pricing and manage the negotiation process more effectively.

Outcomes

$600K ANNUAL INCREMENTAL NET INTEREST INCOME PER BN DOLLARS

50% DECREASE IN MORTGAGE RATE EXCEPTION REQUESTS
Results

The bank implemented Nomis Solutions’ Integrated Pricing Management to support their holistic approach to manage the entire mortgage portfolio, including creating offers, pricing, and deal management. Based on global and Canadian best practices, this approach focuses software, data, and analytics on the bank’s specific strategic and financial objectives. Since implementing Integrated Pricing Management, the bank has realized:

- An annual incremental net interest income (NII) of $600K per billion dollars on mortgage portfolio intake for both originations and renewals.
- A 50% decrease in mortgage rate exception requests, which significantly improves margins and reduces operational cost.

New Capabilities

Using Integrated Pricing Management, the bank efficiently and dynamically deploys optimized mortgage rates and manages the customer negotiation and offer presentment process while providing deep insights into product performance and consumer responses. This allows the bank to:

- Optimize rate grids for originations and renewals given portfolio objectives and business constraints while incorporating price sensitivity, customer behaviour, competitor rates, and discretion trends.
- Investigate multiple “what-if” scenarios using the bank’s specific rules and limits for the entire market or, for segments of the market, to better understand how customer responses affect the performance of the entire portfolio.
• Drive an efficient pricing exception workflow to manage discretion, monitor and enforce front-line pricing policy adherence, and track accepted/rejected offers, including multiple offers.

Because it integrates with existing bank infrastructure, such as CRM, Integrated Pricing Management delivered a quick time-to-value with less disruption to employees.

In addition, management has visibility and control across the entire pricing process from building rate sheets to monitoring frontline activity to analyzing customer response to various offers. With all pricing information stored and managed in a central location, the bank had reduced the dependency on spreadsheets, back-of-the-envelope calculations, and instinct-based pricing decisions to accelerate profitable revenue growth to meet their top strategic objectives.

About Nomis

Nomis is a fast-growing FinTech focused on ensuring on-going value creation for the world’s smartest financial institutions through optimized, end-to-end, customer-centric pricing capabilities. Institutions of all sizes leverage Nomis’ unparalleled domain expertise and their market-leading Nomis Platform™ to operationalize cutting-edge Big Data and AI to understand and anticipate customer demands, competitor actions, and market dynamics.

Nomis has a proven track record of increasing customer and stockholder value, returning nearly $800 million to its partner banks every year.